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likely to settle down into a Hindu sect, tinged with
Christian thought and feeling.
From time to time reformers have appeared among
the Hindus. Gautam, the Sakya Saint, was one of the
earliest and greatest of the class. Successive reformers
have had a great following, but the stream has not risen
above its source. Prom Gautam downward some funda-
mental principles of Hinduism have "been retained, and
in the end these principles have asserted much of their
former sway. This threatens to be the case with
Brahmism. Notwithstanding its assertion of the Divine
Unity, it has a strong .pantheistic tinge, and already we
see its effect As it has arisen in a measure as the
result of Christian teaching, and among a people to
whom the Gospel is made known, it* may be hoped that
many, influenced by it, may travel upward to the light,
instead of turning to the darkness from which they have
emerged.
Increasing effort has been put forth in late years for
the mental and spiritual improvement of the female
portion of the population. From the commencement of
missions, the wives of missionaries have bestowed much
labour on the women and girls to whom they could find
access. These have been well-nigh exclusively either
Christians, or of the lower class of society. Very oc-
casionally individuals of a higher class come under
Christian teaching. A daughter of the late Rajah of
Coorg, a state prisoner at Benares, was for a. time under
the tuition of Mrs. Kennedy. She was brought daily to
our house, sat with us at table, and was taught with our
children. The Rajah wished her to be brought up as a
Christian and an English lady, in the hope that he might
thus be helped in getting back his kingdom. Eventually

